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AFM is unique in providing 3-D images of
biological structures in a near-physiological
environment with nanometer resolution.
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FORCE SPECTROSCOPY (FS): ORIENTATION 
INCREASES SPECIFIC EVENTS

Force histograms of FNR vs 2 ligands, Fd and
Flavodoxin (Fld), show that multievents tend to
disappear when increasing the loading rate (R nN/s) [4].
Data corresponding to FNR:Fd are shown here.

ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY (AFM) IN BIOLOGY

Force Spectroscopy (FS) measures the
interaction forces between a ligand molecule
attached to the AFM tip and a receptor
molecule immobilized on a surface. At a given
loading rate hundreds of force-distance curves
are taken (left). Rupture events are processes
of stochastic nature and their analysis allows
calculating the binding force corresponding to
a single complex and other parameters of the
transition state.

MOLECULAR RECOGNITION IMAGING  EVIDENCES THE CORRECT
ORIENTATION OF ENZYME TAGGED FNRC TO FERREDOXIN (FD) 

NANOMECHANICAL AND KINETIC 
PARAMETERS OF FNR:FD AND FNR:FLD BY FS 

Unbinding force
single complex

(pN) (R10 nN/s)

koff

(s-1)

xβ

(nm)

FNR:Fd 57 ± 16 21.2 0.271

FNR:Fld (1) 27 ± 8 55.7 0.466

FNR:Fld (2) ------- 253.3 0.181

The mechanical stability for the FNR:Fd physiological complex is almost 3 times higher 
than that of FNR:Fld, in iron deficiency conditions being also longer its lifetime [4]

FNR samples measured with Fd-tips at R 20 nN/s (and
Fld-tips, data not shown). FNRb: Blocked FNRc

koff: dissociation rate constant at zero force
xβ: energy barrier distance respect the ordinate axis

FNR:Fd: one slope one energy barrier for the equilibrium complex dissociation
FNR:Fld: two slopes two energy barriers between the formation-rupture process
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AFM emerged as a tool to quantitatively address the properties of soft matter. AFM imaging enables the association
and conformational study of biomolecules upon ligand binding and catalysis. Here, the association pattern and
conformational study of CaFADS and the novel diflavin-linked disulfide oxidoreductase family (GvDDOR, GvDTR
and CaFFTR2) are shown. The results suggest a physiological role for the quaternary protein organization and the
influence of the observed morphologies in the catalytic efficiency. Molecular recognition of oriented and randomly
tagged FNR shows a good correlation between topography and force adhesion maps for the oriented FNRc. Finally,
FS experiments allows to determine the mechanical parameters and energy landscapes between FNR and its redox
partners Fd and Fld. Complex FNR:Fd is more specific and 3 fold-times stronger than the formed between FNR:Fld
which is in agreement with previous bulk measurements. We expect AFM tools help not only to unravel
biomolecular mechanisms at the single level but open a gate in development devices for biotechnological applications
like drug screening, detection signal amplifiers and nanomaterials purification.

CONCLUSIONS

1.    Approaching  tip to sample
2. Tip is pushed into the sample
3. Withdrawing of the tip

4. Complex unbinding 
5. Unbinding force

The use of flexible spacers to
attach the ligand at the tip removes
non-specific interactions improving
the measurement of the specific
interaction forces.

Operating in the force intermittent
Jumping Mode in a repulsive
regime applying very small forces
with a PEG derivative spacer,
topography and adhesion images
produce simultaneously showing
only the specific rupture events.
Images obtained using PEG-
maleimide-Fd modified tips [3].

FNRc (the FNR:FD interaction area
is protected) shows a good
correlation between topography (a)
and adhesion (b) maps. The peaks
in the adhesion map are due to
molecular recognition events [3].

Adhesion image of FNRr

(randomly tagged) (f) is similar to
that in which FNRc is blocked with
Fld (d) indicating the absence of
rupture events.

I) AFM IMAGING TO UNRAVEL CAFADS ASSOCIATION IN CATALYSIS

FAD synthetase of C. ammoniagenes (CaFADS) protomer contains 2 domains: C-
terminal catalyses Riboflavin kinase (RFK) and N-terminal ATP:FMN
adenylyltransferase (FMNAT) and FAD pyrophosphorylase (FADpp)

Dimers: C-terminal module of one protomer interacts with N-terminal from the other

Dimer of trimers: Two trimers associated in two non-coplanar planes (compact) [1] 

II) AFM IMAGING TO ELICIT CONFORMATIONALTRANSITIONS OF FFTR

Flavoenzymes ferroxin-dependent flavin thioredoxin reductase (FFTR) from Gloeobacter violaceus and
Clostridium acetobutylicum (GvFFTR, CaFFTR2, respectively), variant where C-terminal tail is deleted
from GvFFTR (GvFFTR_Δtail) and diflavin-linked disulfide oxidoreductase (GvDDOR) were analyzed

In presence of ADP + FMN

GvFFTR CaFFTR2

GvFFTR_Δtail GvDDOR

Protein conformations during catalysis have been elucidated by AFM 
imaging for the studied thioredoxin reductase enzymes [2]


